
  

SFT DANCE FITNESS 5 

ALTERNATING TOE LIFTS  
5-10x 
Lift big toe and hold for 5 counts, then lift outer four toes and hold for 5 counts. 

FANNING TOES UP AND DOWN 
5-10x 
Fan up from big toe out to pinkie; then reverse, fanning down from pinkie toe in to big toe. 

ARCH DOMING 
5x 
Roll arch down and in to the floor…then roll arch up and out off the floor, while keeping tripod of foot down. 

DOWNWARD DOG WITH KNEE SWINGS  
8x each side 
Keep supporting foot tripod anchored down, focusing on arch doming throughout. 

SHOULDER CAR’s IN QUADRUPED 
5x each side 

STANDING HIP CAR’s 
Perform one set of 3 reps on each side, standing on firm ground 
Perform a second set of 3 reps on each side, standing with the rear foot elevated on cushion 

8-4-2-1 STEP TOUCH SEQUENCE 
Perform 2 sets of the sequence with band above knees. 

RELEVÉES WITH RESISTANCE BAND AROUND ANKLES 
10-16x on straight legs 
10-16x on forced arch 

6 WAY LUNGE-PASSE-TILT SEQUENCE  
4x in each direction on each leg. Keep trunk straight and stiff. 

Sagittal Plane 1: Lunge forward - Passe - Tilt pelvis forward toward warrior 3 pose 
Sagittal Plane 2: Lunge backward - Passe - Tilt pelvis back toward hinge position 

Frontal Plane 1: Lunge laterally - Passe - Tilt pelvis away from supporting leg, reaching other leg behind supporting leg 
Frontal Plane 2: Lunge medially in curtsey lunge - Passe - Tilt pelvis toward supporting leg as other leg reaches out into lateral T 
position 

Transverse Plane 1: Lunge to back corner - Passe - extend leg forward and across, with pelvis internally rotated on supporting leg 
Transverse Plane 2: Lunge across to front corner - Passe - Extend leg to back corner, with pelvis externally rotated on supporting leg 

6 WAY 2-TO-1 JUMP SEQUENCE  
5x in each direction on each leg 

9 WAY PUSHUPS 
5x in each position 

SINGLE LEG SQUAT WITH 3 WAY POSTERIOR REACH 
For each leg… 
3x of sequence on flat foot 
3x of sequence with passe releve 
3x of sequence with hop  

ADDUCTOR ROCK BACK & THORACIC ROTATION 
3x each side 

POSTERIOR HIP STRETCH 
For each side, rotate pelvis both ways in transverse plane, and tilt pelvis forward. Hold for 3-5 counts in each position 


